Dear Colleagues, Dear Executives,

The Ministry of Transport of Bulgaria welcomes the concept and declares its support to organizing an International Conference on Freight Transport Logistics – Development in Europe, Europe, Southeast Europe – new outlook, integrated solutions on freight transport, focusing on the economical and facilitating environment. Measures and actions, which make railways, maritime transport and inland waterway more attractive and competitive in the context of co-modality, are essential. Integrating the green move of railway into effective logistics service is crucial in order to configure the common growth of road freight transport, the European Commission presented a series of initiatives directed toward ensuring effective and reliable freight transport.

The measures include: achieving a balance between different modes of freight transport (co-modality concept), facilitate establishment of freight logistics centers (from logistics), employing the Intermodal system infrastructure basically consists in railways linkages between major traffic through improvement of combined transport and block trains networks. Intermodal infrastructure projects and still requires massive investments – 1 milliard and 500 million euro for main railway (more than 3).

Mr. Antonio Tajani, Vice President of the European Commission for Transport, presented a series of initiatives directed toward ensuring effective and reliable freight transport. Measures and actions, which make railways, maritime transport and inland waterway more attractive and competitive in the context of co-modality, are essential. Integrating the green move of railway into effective logistics service is crucial in order to configure the common growth of road freight transport, the European Commission presented a series of initiatives directed toward ensuring effective and reliable freight transport. Measures and actions, which make railways, maritime transport and inland waterway more attractive and competitive in the context of co-modality, are essential. Integrating the green move of railway into effective logistics service is crucial in order to configure the common growth of road freight transport, the European Commission presented a series of initiatives directed toward ensuring effective and reliable freight transport.

The Ministry of Transport of Bulgaria welcomes the concept and declares its support to organizing an International Conference on Freight Transport Logistics – Development in Europe, Europe, Southeast Europe – new outlook, integrated solutions on freight transport, focusing on the economical and facilitating environment. Measures and actions, which make railways, maritime transport and inland waterway more attractive and competitive in the context of co-modality, are essential. Integrating the green move of railway into effective logistics service is crucial in order to configure the common growth of road freight transport, the European Commission presented a series of initiatives directed toward ensuring effective and reliable freight transport.

The measures include: achieving a balance between different modes of freight transport (co-modality concept), facilitate establishment of freight logistics centers (from logistics), employing the Intermodal system infrastructure basically consists in railways linkages between major traffic through improvement of combined transport and block trains networks.
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More Coordination, More Cooperation, More Competition

From roadways to railways. From railways to seaways. Great Freight transport. Great Logistics. From seaways to railways. From railways to roadways. Great Freight transport. Great Logistics


Bulgaria: Modernization Continues

Railway infrastructure projects

The main motivation of the strategy for development of the national railways transport system relates the rehabilitations and modernization of the railway infrastructure which shall contribute to the quality improvement of offered services. This development includes the introduction and mainstreaming of national railway networks as well as access to foreign ones. In this context International Railway Network Infrastructure – INRIN development projects have been accomplished in compliance with the ERTMS standards. The introduction and applying of the ERTMS technical standard in the railway infrastructure sector has required the interconnection and interoperability of national railway networks as well as access to foreign ones. In this context International Railway Network Infrastructure – INRIN development projects have been accomplished in compliance with the ERTMS standards. The introduction and applying of the ERTMS technical standard in the railway infrastructure sector has required the interconnection and interoperability of national railway networks as well as access to foreign ones. In this context International Railway Network Infrastructure – INRIN development projects have been accomplished in compliance with the ERTMS standards. The introduction and applying of the ERTMS technical standard in the railway infrastructure sector has required the interconnection and interoperability of national railway networks as well as access to foreign ones. In this context International Railway Network Infrastructure – INRIN development projects have been accomplished in compliance with the ERTMS standards.

Intermodal infrastructure projects

Bulgarian railways in favorable geographical situation may attract additional international traffic through improvement of conventional transport and black main networks. Intermodal system infrastructure basically consists in railway linkages between major nodes for freight transport. The infrastructure modernization includes the following technical improvement of the railway and railway facilities as a part of the Trans-European Transport Network: connecting the necessary point group for the transportation of goods in the region and the other country.

There are planned two container terminals in sov port Varna and Burgas - every with capacity of 150 000 TEU, in addition to Botevgrad and Sozopol - every with capacity of 50 000 TEU.

Logistics infrastructure projects

International and Bulgarian companies establish freight logistics centers and industrial zones with full range of services, and in this way improves the freight logistics infrastructure of Bulgaria. New logistics centers (each area about 250 ha) are forming around Sofia, (for example Airport Logistics City Sofia), big logistics and industrial zones near Plovdiv, (sea freight port), Burgas, Varna,... The continuity of EDCs is a key to increasing the logistics infrastructure, quick establishments of freight intermodal transport and freight villages network.

Let’s make together the Balkans better area for freight transport logistics.

Who shall attend?


More information and registration:

Exercise Agency Railway Administration

With the support of:

Conference concept, programme and organizing: Intermodal & Shipment Promotion Centre Bulgaria

Balkans Co modality Conference 2008 support
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The Balkans Dimension. Time to Action

N o v e m b e r 1 0 - 1 1 2 0 0 8

Conference concept: *** ***

Conference contact: *** ***
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